Writing Workshops
Hannah Nicol, Assistant Director of International Student Affairs & ESL, leads writing workshops and presentations throughout the year. These workshops are open to all RSPH students.

- Watch the [Paper Writing Review](#)
- Watch [Good Scholarship](#)
- Watch the [Journal Article Writing Prezi Webinar I](#) and [Webinar II](#)

Additional Workshops

- [EndNote for PC](#)
- [An Introduction to the new PubMed](#)
- [Zotero](#)

Writing Resources

- [Common Grammar Errors Help Sheet (Compiled by our AWC tutors)](#)
- [Cover letter template](#)
- [UNC Writing Center handouts](#)
- [APA style guide tutorials from the Purdue Owl](#)
- [APA Citation Guide from the Purdue Owl](#)
- [A Crash Course in Paper Mechanics for RSPH Students (PowerPoint)](#)
- [Guide to Accessing Scholarship Resources](#)
- [Principles of Good Scholarship (source: ESL 500)](#)

Quick Links

Next time you’re stumped on a style or grammar question, take a look at these trusted writing resources.

- [Purdue Online Writing Lab](#)
- [Open Education Database](#)
- [Amherst College Online Resources for Writers](#)